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In this paper we continue the work of 133. That is, we define the star sub-ramsey numbers 
sr(&,, k) for given mitive) integers n and k and obtain some exact values. We also include 
some general remarks. Note that in [3] these numbers were known as “antiqamsey”; the 
change is explained. 
In&oduction 
We begin by explaining the change in terminology. &I view of [I], where tht: 
words “anti-ramsey” were used for a similar but di&rent mncept, and in view of 
the fact that s.r(G, k)e r(G; K) (see below) we will call our numbers “sub- 
ramsey” in this and subsequent papers. 
Let G be a (finite) graph. As usual, denote by V(G) and E(G) the vertex and 
edge sets of G resp;ectively. For a set X, write 1x1 for its cardinal@. Denote by 
[ ] the greatest and by r 1 the least integer functions (fioor and ceiling respec- 
tively). When talking of a colouring of the edges of a graph G we have in mind a 
function f from E(G) into some set of cdou~: say C = (ci 1 i c w}. 
Let now G be a graph, k a natural number. We say that a graph El is 
(G, k)-colourable if there is a colouri&g of +E(H) using no &our more than k 
times such that any (subgraph isomorphic to) G in H has two edges of the same 
colour. With this we defie the (G, k)-subramsey number sr(G, k) as the least 
(natural) m such that .Q is not (G, k)+oZourable_ That is, sr(G, k) is t1 ,e least pn 
such that for any coiouring of E(&,) which uses no colour more than k times 
there is a G in &, all of whose edges have different colours (obAously the 
subgraphs are not induced). These numbers exist for all G and k ; a proof can be 
found in [4] and will also appear elsewhere. Another proof consists in noticing 
that sr(G, k)< r(G; k) where r(G; k) is the generalized Ramsey number. 
The problem of finding sr(G, k) is, in general, rather difficult. We know 
(Galvin) that sr(K,, k) = k + 2 and a handful of other complete graph numbers. 
The case of stars, i.e. Kl,n’~ has been considered in [3]. There we gave the values 
of srC&,,, k) for PI = 2 o:r k = 2 or 3 and an upper bound sr(&,,, k)s k(n - 1) + 2 
together with its (slight) impsovement o sr(&,, k) zg$k( n - 1) -t 12. It follows from 
the results of [3] that sr(K,,, 2) = 4, something we will need further WI. 
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The purpose of the present p;aper is to settle the case of sr(&,, k). The valtre is 
very simple to calculate from k but the proof, though eleme&ary, is fairly lolng. 
,S3efore mbarking on the journey, let us make a few remarks. First, observe that 
i.1 a (&, k)-coloureld graph no vertex is incident with edges coloured with more 
than two colours. The number of colours on the edges incident with a vertex 2) 
will be denoted by c(u) and called its colour degree. Also, let us say that in an 
edge-colour ed graph G the colours q and ci meet if there is a vertex in V(G) 
incident l*vith both of them. 
VJe achieve our main result with the aid of some lemmas. 
Lemma 1. If m <sr(I&, k) then there is a (I&, k)-colouring f of K,, with 
lf(E(KJ( s 3. 
Proof. Let p be the least integer ouch that K,,, can be (&, k)-coloured by tome 
g with ~(E(&+,))=(c,, . . . , c,). !CW i ~0,. . . , p (p>2) let Xi ;e the subgraph 
induced by the edgers coloured q and let % = IV(X,)\. 
Now, if every two colours meet, then there are vertices u and u, u incident with 
c:, and cl, u with c2 and c3. The edge MU cannot, then, be coloured with any colour 
fvithout increasing the colour degree of at least one of LI and 2) to three. We may 
I herefore assume thst, without loss of generality, c1 and c2 do not meet. It is clear 
1 hat V(X,) f7 V(X,) = 8. Let 4 c V(X), i == I, 2. Since g( u1 u2) # cl, c2 we may also 
assume, without loss of generality, that u1 u2 is coloured co. L,et u be any point of 
&. Then g(u& = co since ulv is coloured neither s1 nor c2, u1 is incident with co 
and c1 and c(q) = 2. Similarly, g&w) = co for any w E V(X&. Thus, all the edges 
between X, and X2 are coloured Q,. In fact, all vertices of I& are incident with co 
since for any point v the edges between tt and X1 or those between 2, and X, are 
colourecl co. It is now clear that for all i 7” j, i, j = I, . . . i p, V(X;,) n V(Xj) = $4 and 
ail the edges between Xi and Xj are coloured with co. Suppose now, without 10s~ 
of generality, that the sizes of the Xi satisfy n, s n26 l l l s 4. Then if p >2 we 
have 
where tile summation is over :t s i < ,i s p and the last inequality follows from the 
f,jct th2t the sum counts some of the edges coloured co. But then the complete 
sutigrar h induced by V(X,) U V[X2> has at most k edges and can therefore be 
colourcd with only one colour, say c1 . Preserving the rest of the original col~uring 
wiII yie.d a new (KL,3, k)-coiour*ing, ttlis one using d,;-liy II- 1 colo~urs. We concludle 
that p ~:2, which proves the lenma. 
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An obvious consequence of Lemma 
Lenmma 2. 
sr( K1,3, k) G [4(3 + 41 + 24k)] 
Proof. AU we need to do is solve the 
(y) G 3k whenever m <sr(I&, k). 
1 is the following. 
inequality implied by Lemma 1, namely 
The conjecture at hand, that is, sr(&, k) = 1$(3+~.&%@], will turn out to 
be true exozpt when k = 2 or 7. In order to prove it we need two more lemmas. 
Lermmua 3. For every non-negative integer k there are unique non-nepative integers 
n and i such that i ~3n and k =$(3n2- n)+ i. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that i(3n2+ n) is an integer for each n E N, Let k E AT. 
The set Sk = {n 1$(3n’- n) G k) has a largest element, say nk. We set ik = 
k - $(3n’,- nk) and notke that 
$(3n2, - nk) + 3nk + 1 = $(3(nk + 1)2 - (nk + l)), 
i.e., ik S 3% OtherWiSe nk was not hugest. If k =i(3n2- n) + i with i S 3tz ft3.r 
nOtk, then 
$(3rt2 - n)+i+(3n2-n)+3n 
= $(3( n + ‘Q2 - (n + 1)) - 1 
<$(3n’,-nk), 
that is k < k. Thus, the pair (nk, ik). is unique. 
Lemma 4. For k = $(3n2- n) + i, i <3n, WC have 
3n if OGiCn, 
L$(I + J=)J = 3n+l if nSiG2n, 
3n+2 if 2nKiG3n. 
Pmofc We have 
and we consider the three cases. 
(a) Wi<n. Theni 
<J36n2+12n-t-1=6n+l 
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and 
3n=#l+&+24k)<3n+ I,. 
(b) nsis2n. Then 
-- 
<&6n”+36n+9=6n+3 
and 
(c) 2nCiG3n. Then 
6n + 3 < d36n2 - 12n + 24i +?i 
and 
<J36n2+60n+25=6n+5 
. 
We are now almost ready for a proof of our conjecture. The missing link is 
Lemma 5 which we shall assume for the moment. 
sNG,3, 2) = 4 and sr(K1,3, 7) = 7. 
Proof. Let us dispose of the exceptions first. From before we have sr(K,,,, 2) = 4. 
From Lemma 5 we will see that sr(&, 7) ~7 and Fig. 1 shows sr(&, 7) s 7. In 
the general case (k # 2,7) write k = $(3n2 - n) + i as in Lemma 3 and consider the 
three cases of Lemma 4. In each one we will show that the complete graph on 
[$( 1 + -)I vertices is (K: 1,3, k)-colourable by exhibiting such a colouring. 
(a) 0~ i C r . Then [i(l. +m)J = 3n and we let V(&,) = 
V0 U V, U V2 J {u} where 1 V,\ = 1 V21 = 1 VII + 1 = n. For i = 0, 1,2 we &our with c, 
the edges of the complete graph on Vi and the edIges between Vi and Vtq19 taking 
i + 1 mod& 3. The edges from e, to V, will be coloured with co and those from 1) 
to V, and 7j; witP* c *. This colours all the edges of &,, and each colour is used 
exactly 3<3n” - n) s k times as is easily checked. Fig. 2(a) shows a schema of the 
colouring. 
Proposition I. 
sr(K, 9 3, k) = [$(3 + dl + 24k)j 
except that 
Fig. 1. A tK1,3, 7)-coloutig of K6. 
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Fig. 2(a). The ahwing scheme for a (K,,,, k)-c&owing of KS,,. Counting the edges by colow: 
co: G”)+n+n(n-1)=&(3n”--n). 
cl: [(“,l)+(n-l)+nJ+n(n-I)=1(3n*-n). 
c2: (,“)+n*=+(3r++. 
09 n s i 6 2~. Then #l +m)j = 3n + 1. In view of the special cases 
(k = 2,7) we assume that yt 23. Let V(M,,.+,) = V,U VI U V,U VU{~)U{ZJ} with 
IVOl=IV,l=jV,~+3=n, IVl=2. Fo: i 4,1,2 col~ur with ci the edges of the 
complete graph on Vi and the ed&$ frm V, to Vi+19 taking i + 1 module 3, 
Colour with;cO the &ges between Wand V, tand between tc and V, U V, LJ V plus 
the edge in the graph on V. Colour with c2 the edges from 2) to V,, and with cl all 
the remaining edges. It is not difEzult to check that ‘all the edges of K3n+l are 
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Fig. 2(b). The colouring scheme for a (IL,,,, k)-colouring of Kj,+I. Counting the edges by colour: 
co: [(;)+n(n-3)+n+2n]+(n-3)+2-r1=;(3n*+n). 
c,: [(“;3)-k(n-3)n+( n-31+2(n-3)]-+[2n+n+nJ+2+1=$(3n2+nj. 
c2: [<;1+n’]+n =&In2+n). 
Fig. 2(c). ‘The color@ scheme for a U&, k)-colouring of K3n+2. Cxxmting the edges by colour: 
co: [(;)+n2+n3+n=$(3n2-n) t2n. 
C,: [(;)+n2+nj+[n+1J=)(3n2-n)+2n+l.. - 
C2: [(T)+n*+n]+n =$(3n2-n)+2n. 
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coloured and that each colour is used &3n2 -t n) G k times. Fig. 2(b) shows the 
schema of the colouring. 
(c) 2n <i s 3n. Then [i( 1 + 4iZB)J = E;n i-2. We let V(Ks,,2) = 
Vo U VI U V2 U{ U} U(U) with 1 Vi I=: n for i = 0, 1,2 and CC&HU with the edges 
the complete on Vr the edges Vi and taking i 1 
modulo Also, colour CO’ the f rod PtoA?c, LI wd with, those 
from to V. V,. The edges l:*idi coloured with Then each 
appears at 3;(3n2- n) + times. 2(c) show; schema. 
Clearly, each case vertex has degree uvo so we 
constructed (&, 
We now the missing Since sr(K,,, exists for n and there is 
maximum number colours that necessary to It)-colour any when 
lit k). Let maximum be k). 
Lemma m c sr(K1,,, k) and (7) = k l p(n, kj then, hting q = [$(l +-)I, 
proof. For simplicity we let p = p(n, k). Le$ m be as in the statement of the 
lemma. Then any (I&,, k)-colouring of K& must use p c&ours. Let f be such a 
colouring. For each i = 1,. . . , p let 4 be r:he monochromatic sut&raph of K, 
induced by the edges coloured q. Since f is a (Kl,nP k)-colouring no point of K,,, 
lies in more than n - 1 of the J&‘s. Letting a = mini IV(&)1 we observe that 
ma 
m(n-li)2qm= 2 0 k 
Since each colour appears k times G) * k, ttw is, 
a 3 [$(l +=)I = q. 
Thus, 
since m is an integer. 
We close this paper with two conjectures. 
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Conjecture I. sr(&,, iLj+r- l)(-l+JGE)+2. 
To justify this, let a = Ji?%k. Then 2k = $(a”- 1) and if q = [;(I +%mk)l, 
then 
(a2- l)(n - 1) ,&a’- l)(n -* 1) 
$(n-l)(a-l)= 2(a+l==----- 
;(a -t- 1) 
S@ 
L 
-"c"-l,l,l."k'"4-"] 
Wa + 01 
with equality when Q is an (odd) integer. Consider now the known star numbers. 
(a) For n = 1 we have 
sr(&,, k)==2=$(n-l)(-l+Jl+8kj+2. 
(b) For n=2 
sr(K,,,, k)= ~@1-J1+8k)~ ~$(3+J1+8k) 
=$(n--l)(-l+J1+8k)i-2 
witn equality when ~/i%% is an u~~ger. 
(c) For n z 3 
--- 
sr(&,, k:) = [43+J1+24k)J ~$(2+J4+32k) 
=$(n-l)(-l+J1+8k)+2. 
(d) For k = 1 
sriK,,,k)=n+1=2&n-1))+2 
--- 
=+(n-l)(-l+Jl+:lk)-i-2. 
(e) For k = 2 
WG.,, k)=n+U(n+2)J +(4n+2)S$(n-1).+2 
I_-- 
s&n-l)(-l+J1+8k)+2. 
(f) For k = 3 
So thd upper bound is achievable and is good for all the known star numbers. 
Coqiccture 1 is an improvement on a previous 0n.e: 
) sr(& ,,,, k) s I(2 k( n - l))/q’J where q’ = [$( 1 + fi%%)J . 
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For clearly 
2k(n - 1) 2k(n - 1) 
--+=f(1+?iTZ) 4’ 
=&n - I)(-I + JiGi). 
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